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1. Society Members and BOG





2. From the Director

IndianIndian Institute of Management Sambalpur has made significant all round development and the year 2017-18 has been 
an excellent one.The Institute entered into the third year with much vigor and enthusiasm to establish a niche for itself 
in the elite group of IIMs.As you are aware, IIM Act 2017 is now in place and all IIM’s have become Institute of National 
Importance with degree granting status. Also, each IIM have been empowered and made autonomous, hence, need for 
greater accountability.Thus, the changes arise from the incorporation in the IIM Act of a provision that the IIMs created 
byby statute, will enjoy a greater autonomy in years to come. With this paradigm shift, IIM Sambalpur is marching 
progressively towards its vision, that holds Innovation, Integrity and Inclusion as nitty-gritties.

As we take our initial steps into the world of Management Education, our main emphasis is to reach out and explore the 
unconventional areas through an entrepreneurial and novel approaches.I am pleased to announce that this year,
forty-five students graduated and joined the managerial work force of reputed corporate in India and abroad.We are 
pleased to announce the completion of final placements of its second batch. The placement season saw prominent 
recruiters from various industries. The list included recruiters such as Tata Trusts, SBI, Infosys, Birla Sun Life, HDFC 
Bank, and new recruiters such as JSL, Vedanta, Motilal Oswal, Kia Motors, Deloitte, L&T Infotech and many more. 
Forty-two students received a total of forty-three offers from twenty-seven companies. Two students choose to begin 
their entrepreneurship journey. This year also the international placement offered on campus with a staggering CTC of 
60.74 LPA, with the average CTC being 10.55 LPA with top quartile of the batch bagging offer with an average CTC of 
INR 16.18 LPA quantifiers the phenomenal success of the placement season. We appreciate the faith shown in our 
studentsstudents by these companies which is a clear indication of the innate values that IIM Sambalpur represents. Like last 
year, IIM Sambalpur also hosted eminent guests from various disciplines who interacted with the students and enriched 
the passion and aspirations of the students. 
IIMIIM Sambalpur is striving to bring a global perspective to the PGP Program. To achieve the same, the Institute is in the 
process of signing a ‘Memorandum of Understanding’ (MoU) with ALBA Graduate Business School, Greece. Apart from 
that, IIM Sambalpur have two more institutions lined up - European Business School, Frankfurt - right now talks are in 
process with this school and the Institute is hoping that it would get positive results and the second is International 
School of Management, Dortmund – the Institute had positive talks with this school regarding future batch and they may 
considerconsider IIM Sambalpur for international exchange programme. These initiatives for MoUs will focus on student and 
faculty exchange Programmes, collaborative research publications, organizing joint conferences and academic 
programmes.
This year, IIM Sambalpur organized the Business Conclave – Marmagya 2.0 themed “Dynamic Millennials, Future 
Leaders”. The Conclave experienced both current and next generation industry leaders debated on the changing
 leadership in the days ahead.
Executive Education is a significant part of IIM Sambalpur’s activities. The Institute recently conducted its first MDP on 
“Managerial Effectiveness Programme for Competitive Business Environment for Postal Officers of Odisha Postal 
Circle” during 23rd - 25th March 2018 at Bhubaneswar. The objective was to empower participants with leadership skills 
through managing self, managing others, and managing competitive business environment for superior performance 
through a series of lectures, business games, and role plays. The program was devised for Gazetted Rank Postal 
OOfficers of Odisha Postal Circle to earn performance excellence. The programme was attended by 25 Postal Officers of 
Odisha Postal Circle.





3. About IIM Sambalpur

Indian Institute of Management Sambalpur (IIM Sambalpur) was registered as a Society under Societies Registration 
Act, XXI of 1860 on August 19, 2015. The present campus of IIM Sambalpur has been setup at Silicon Institute of 
Technology, Sason, Sambalpur, Odisha in 2015 under the mentorship of IIM Indore.

SinceSince April 2017,IIM Sambalpur has started its journey under the able leadership of its 1st Director Prof. M.P. Jaiswal 
with the new aspiration of developing the next generation leaders based on three core values related to Management 
3.0: Innovation, Inclusiveness, and Integrity. IIM Sambalpurfocuses onaction-centric research, value-based consulting, 
executive development programmes, and experiential learning pedagogy to enable the students as well as the 
corporate participants to learn the mantra of sustaining in today’s highly competitive and volatile business environment. 
IIM Sambalpur is committed to cater to the needs of industry, society, government, and the country with its rich 
knowledge base.knowledge base.

The first batch (2015-17) of Post Graduate Programme(PGP) with 49 students commenced on September 23, 2015; the 
second batch (2016-18) with 49 students commenced in August 2016 and the third batch (2017-19) with 60 students 
commenced on July 31, 2017 at the temporary campus, Silicon Institute of Technology, Sambalpur, P.O.: Sason,
 Sambalpur.





Educational Background

IIM Sambalpur has adopted the curriculum of PGP at IIM Indore.

The academic input is delivered through two types of courses: core courses and elective courses. Core courses are 
compulsory for all participants and constitute around 60% of the total curriculum. They provide participants with the 
fundamental conceptual knowledge, analytical skills and techniques, contextual understanding, environmental
  awareness, and overall perspective that will serve as the bedrock for the programme. The elective courses offered in 
the second year, give participants a deeper understanding of different functional areas and enable them to specialize in 
areas of their choice. 
 

Work Experience 



Faculty members from different IIMs and other institutions equivalent to the level of IIM taught the courses. Corporate 
leaders also contributed to enrich the knowledge of the students.An academia-institute partnership was developed to 
serve the purpose of the courses.

Action-centric pedagogy and experiential learning method enables the students to draw the linkage between theory and 
practice. Harvard and other renowned publishing houses’ case studies, business simulation games, projects, 
psychological exercises, role-plays, and other activities are included in pedagogy.

Programme Objectives:Programme Objectives:

The Post Graduate Programme (PGP) in Management at IIM Sambalpur is a two-year, full-time, residential programme. 
The programme aims to groom participants into competent professional managers with:

• a capacity to learn and adapt to national and international environment;
• an orientation towards achieving excellence, maintaining high ethical standards; and
• a capacity to work effectively and efficiently, both individually and in groups.

The Post Graduate Programme in Management is spread over two years; each year consists of three terms. While 
transitingtransiting from the first to the second year, the participant spends eight weeks on a summer project in a business 
organization. The academic year begins in June/July and ends in March/April of the following year.

Courses: 

For both PGP 2016-18 and 2017-19 batches, a first-year participant has to satisfactorily complete 70 credits of core and 
elective courses along with15 credits of compulsory Skill Development Courses spread over Terms I, II, and III.

The details of the courses taught in the PGP first year 2017-19 are given below:









On 1st August 2017- the second day of the induction programme, the students attended a series of “Talks by Industry 
Leaders” which were delivered by Mr Bibhu Mishra, President, HINDALCO, and Mr S.K. Guru. Jt. President – CPP, 
HINDALCO, MrDilipRanjanSahoo, Head-HR, Vedanta. On the third day, the students attended the lecture by Mr L.N. 
Mishra, Director HR, MCL and post-lunch the students went for an Industrial Visit to Aditya Birla Group’s Lapanga site, 
where the students got the opportunity to see and learn the operations of the company practically, with an additional 
highlight to the company’s logistics. On 3rd August 2017, Prof Manoj Kumar, Dean NMIMS, Mumbai, conducted 
introductoryintroductory sessions for the batch on Financial Statements; he gave ideas about how to write the Balance Sheets, 
Income Statements and what comes under each. In the second half, Prof Kumar taught about the strategies and 
approach for solving case studies. The next day was one which is promised to be the best day the batch will have in the 
next two years. The students received 'Outbound Training'. They were taught managerial skills like team-work, 
leadership skills, guiding a team, trusting between co-workers though various games and physical activities. 
TheThe students enjoyed challenging themselves and pushing beyond limits. It was an opportunity for them to interact and 
get to know each other, being only four days in IIM Sambalpur; they had hardly known each other hitherto

The final day of their induction, the students were visited by Prof. Niva Bhandari, MDI Gurgaon to conduct sessions on The final day of their induction, the students were visited by Prof. Niva Bhandari, MDI Gurgaon to conduct sessions on 
Effective Business Communication. She taught the importance of appearance, the way to speak, how to speak, how to 
address the public. At her last session, she asked each student to give an extempore and then went on to analyse each 
student and gave them feedback regarding their speech. When the Induction Programme, that was intended to make 
the students used to (or induct to) the life at MBA concluded successfully. The students grew more enthusiastic and 
were looking forward to an exciting two years.. 
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Final Placement Report

IIM Sambalpur is pleased to announce the compleion of final placements of its second batch. The placement season 
saw prominent recruoters from various industries. The list included pas recruiters such as Tata Trusts, SBI, Infosys, Birla 
Sun Life, HDFC Bank, and new recruiters such as JSL, Vedanta, MotilalOswal, Kia Motors, Deloitte, L&T Infotech and 
many more. Forty two students received a total of forty three offers from twenty seven companies. Two students choose 
to begin their entrepreneurship journey. Dr. Mahadeo Jaiswal congratulated all outgoing students. This year also the 
internationalinternational placement offered on campuswith a staggering CTC of 60.74 LPA, with the average CTC being 10.55 LPA 
with top quartile of the batch bagging offer with an average CTC of INR 16.18 LPA quantifiers the phenomenal success 
of the placement season. 













1st Annual Convocation

The first Annual Convocation of IIM Sambalpur was organized on 6th April 2017 at 12:30 hrs at Hotel The Grand Siba, 
Sambalpur. Shri Aditya Prasad Padhi, IAS, Chief Secretary of Odisha was the Chief guest and delivered award to PGP 
Students. The ceremony was graced by guest, Prof. Rishikesha T. Krishnan, Director, IIM Indore and Mentor Director, 
IIM Sambalpur. Smt. Arundhati Bhattacharya, Chairman, IIM Sambalpur presided over the function and Prof. M.P 
Jaiswal, Director, IIM Sambalpur addressed the PGP Students. 

InIn that year, a total of 45 students of PGP were graduated. Awards were given out to a few proud recipients of PGP. 
MdKashif was awarded IIM Sambalpur Gold Medal for securing 1st rank on the basis of Scholastic Performance in the 
Post Graduate Programme in Management at IIM Sambalpur.
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7. Visiting Faculty



8. Research, Publication and Paper Presentations

Research is at the heart of IIM Sambalpur. IIM Sambalpur faculty members have continued to achieve recognition for 
their academic excellence by publishing and serving on the editorial boards of national and international journals. During 
the year, our faculty members published research papers, book chaptersetc and presented papers in national and
international conferences. The details are as follows:

Publication of IIM Sambalpur

AA summary of the publications of IIM Sambalpur is presented in the Table below:

Publication Details 

• Chauhan Sumedha, Jaiswal Mahadeo, Rai Sumita and Motiwal, Luwai, ‘Determinants of adoption of open source   
 office applications: a plural investigation’, Information Systems Management journal, March 2018.

• Chauhan Sumedha, MukopadhyaySandip, and Jaiswal Mahadeo, ‘The adoption of mobile app for B2C transaction in  
 platform marketplace: An empirical examination of key drivers’, Journal of IT Case and Application Research, Journal  
 of IT Cases and Application Research, March 2018

•• Mittal, S., Sengupta, A., Agrawal, N.M., and Gupta, S. (accepted and forthcoming). How Prosocial is Proactive: 
 Developing and Validating a Scale and Process-model of Knowledge-based Proactive Helping. Journal of 
  Management and Organization (Cambridge University). http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/jmo.2017.80. SSCI Impact Factor 
  0.539. Category B under ABDC.

• Mittal, S., Singh, S., Sengupta, A. (accepted and forthcoming). Multidimensionality in organizational justice-trust 
   relationship for newcomer employees: A moderated-mediation model. Current Psychology (Springer). https://         
 doi.org/10.1007/s12144-017-9632-6. Thomson-reuterImpact Factor 0.953

•• Tripathi, A, “Price and Profitability Analysis of Major Pulses in India”, Asian Journal of Agriculture and Development,  
 Vol. 14 No. 2, pp 83-102, 2017.

• Presented paper titled, “Boosting Pulse Production in India: Policy and Technology Option”, in XII Annual International  
 Conference on Public Policy and Management, IIM Bangalore, August 7-9, 2017. 

• Surajit Bag, Shivam Gupta and ArneshTelukdarie (2017). Exploring the Relationship between Unethical practices,   
 BSR and Green Design for Sustainability, International Journal of Sustainable Engineering, DOI:       
  10.1080/19397038.2017.1376723

•• Parida, R , Participated in presentation at 11th ISDSI International Conference, “A Study of Critical Success Factors  
 in Achieving Inclusive Sustainable Development in India”, IIM Trichy, December 27th -30th, 2017.

• Parida, R ,Ergonomic Evaluation of Bar Benders in Construction Industry, Ergonomic Design of Products and Work  
 systems - 21st Century Perspectives of Asia, Springer (2018), ISSN: 2364-5857

• Sindhi, S., Padhi, M. andMaurya, U.K. (2018). Corporate Social Responsibility and Corporate Image Resurrection:  
 Cases of Mining Firms in Odisha. In Atanu, A (Ed.) Strategic Marketing Issues in Emerging Markets. Springer Nature  
 Singapore Pte. Ltd, Singapore.



9. Workshop Organized

IIM Sambalpur organized one Business Conclave, Marmagya 2.0. 

WWe are at the threshold of paradigm shift in Leadership from Gen X to Millennials. Does this bring radical change or in-
cremental one to the industry? How should we ensure a fit between industry and Millennial leaders? Industry captains 
addressed these dilemmas of changing context at Marmagya 2.0, themed “Dynamic Millennials, Future Leaders”, orga-
nized by IIM Sambalpur at Bhubaneswar on 7th October, 2017. In this interactive platform, both current and next gener-
ation industry leaders debated on the changing leadership in the days ahead.



The conclave commenced with the inauguration ceremony followed by lighting of the lamp by His 
Excellency, Governor of the state of Odisha, Dr.SenayangbaChubatoshi Jamir; Mr. L. N. Mishra, Di-
rector-Personnel, MCL; Prof. V. Raja Kumar, Director, IIT Bhubaneswar; Ms. Tanaya Patnaik, Exec-
utive Director, Sambad Group; and Prof. M. P. Jaiswal, Director, IIM Sambalpur.



In his Welcome Address, Prof.Jaiswal heartily welcomed the guests on dais, panelists, media, staff and students to the 
conclave. He emphasized on the social business innovation model and how the current management students could 
cope up with such models. Prof.Jaiswal conveyed the future plans of the IIM Sambalpur to introduce an executive MBA 
programme on social business innovation model. He mentioned that innovation, integrity and inclusiveness, the three 
I’s coined as IIM 3.0, would be the three major aspects that the institute would be aiming for.  



His Excellency, Dr. S. C. Jamir delivered the Inaugural Address and said that today’s leaders must prioritize EQ (Emo-
tional Quotient) over IQ (Intelligent Quotient). Also, he encouraged the students to strive not only for themselves but also 
for the community and subsequently the country. 





The panel discussions commenced with the leadership panel which discussed on the topic, grooming of millennials for 
leadership. The panelists for this discussion were Mr. Abhyuday Jindal, Vice- Chairman, Jindal Stainless; 
Ms. VeenuJaichand, ED, Government Advisory practice, EY; Mr. Sumanta Roy, Country Head, Biz, TCS, Ms. Tanaya 
Patnaik, ED, Sambad Group and Dr. M.P. Jaiswal, Director of IIM Sambalpur. Mr. Jindal discussed the need for the 
millennials to be firm and patient to fight the resistance for bringing in the changes due to technological 
advancements. He further elaborated his journey from joining the company to becoming the advancements. He further elaborated his journey from joining the company to becoming the Vice-Chairman which was 
a source of inspiration to all the students.   Mr. Roy elaborated the differences between the actions of GenX and 
millennials according to US perspective via an informative presentation. He further explained that millennials are open 
to accept changes once they observe the benefits. Ms. Patnaik agreed to this point explaining the two-year struggle she 
had to go through to explain the superiors the need for a website. She further exclaimed that the website is now the 
highlight for the company and the employees are a proud part of it. Ms. VeenuJaichand claimed that the
  millennials were open-minded, inclusive and vibrant and adoption of millennials in corporate decision making was 
needed for organizations to drive future ahead. After the discussion, the students were presented with the opportunity 
of asking questions which were answered promptly by the eager panelists.

The next set of panelists (HR Panel 1) included Ms. Neha Shrivastav, VP (Indian and SAARC Region), DCB Bank;
Mr. YogeshMisra, VP (Indian and SAARC Region), Thomas Assessment Pvt. Ltd.; Mr. AshwinUpadhyaya, Director 
Resouring, KPIT, Mr. Parthasarathy Mishra, CHRM, Tata Steel; Mr. Kuldeep Singh, Senior Director, Corporate HR, 
CapgeminiCapgemini and Ms. RashiAnand, Director – HR, KPIT. The topic of discussion was ‘Evolution of recruitment matrix’. HR 
Panel 1 panelists discussed the growing need for the HR metrics and analytics in the currently evolving business 
ecosystem. Ms. Anand elaborated on how the collaborative hiring helps in decreasing the type I and type II errors,
reduces the risks, and increases accountability. Moreover, the panel also discussed the pros and cons of social 
media hiring.



The event continued with the third set of panelists – Startup Panel themed ‘Opportunities with passion’. The panel 
included entrepreneurs Mr. Yogendra Sharma, CEO – Ministry Fashion; Ms. Mandeep Kaur Siddhu, CEO, 
SimbaQuartz;SimbaQuartz; Mr. ArjyaNathvani, Head West Bengal and Sikkim, Oyo Rooms; Mr. SakyasinghaMahapatra, CEO, 
GyanX and Ms. Diksha Tiwari, Journalist, The New Indian Express. Panel started the discussion on ‘Was it opportunity 
or passion that led you to become an entrepreneur?’ Ms. Mandeep Kaur started the discussion with the saying “Hottest 
rays of the sun cannot evaporate the oceans and even the strongest storms cannot move the mountains”. She claimed 
that passion creates opportunities. Mr. Yogendra saw an opportunity and pursued it with passion. He was passionate 
about how the fashion industry works and grabbed the opportunity to learn the same. Mr. Nathvani emphasized the 
needneed to have a value proposition of startup. He specified that structure, process and execution are the three important 
steps followed by any entrepreneur for establishing a startup. Being the only non-entrepreneur on the panel, he said that 
the employee team should feel the same way as the founder. Mr. Mahapatra discussed his journey in the robotics 
industry and specified that patience is a big factor for any startup to become successful. The final panel of the day, HR 
Panel 2 was themed ‘Redesiging Traditional HR Practices to Fit Millennials’. The panelists included Ms. ArpitaPamnani, 
AVP – HR, DCB; Mr. SwapnkantSamal, Head, Policy, Process and Designation, RIL; Mr. Jyotirmoy Bhattacharya, 
Country Group Head, HR, Mahindra Finance; Mr. Amitava Sinha, Senior General Manger – HR, Business Standard; 
Ms. RashiAnand,Director – HR, KPIT and Ms. UpasnaNischal, Head, Talent Management, Evalueserve. They 
discusseddiscussed about the poll that was conducted before the start of the discussion that included questions in which students 
select one choice which they found most suitable. The students had to make a choice between: Rewards or
 Recognition, Work-life balance or work-life integration, part-time employment or full-time employment, etc. The choices 
were further discussed as to why the students preferred these and reasons to why such questions were asked. 
Ms. Anand also asked two questions on twitter – ‘What is the topmost factor for you to choose to work with an 
organization?organization?’ and ‘In future, which is the most significant people practice that you foresee and look forward to?’ which 
was answered accordingly by a large number of IIM Sambalpur students.

The event concluded with vote of thanks to all the esteem panelists, sponsors, media people and other guests.
 



10. Executive Education

Executive Education is a significant part of IIM Sambalpur’s activities. The Institute recently conducted its first MDP on 
“Managerial Effectiveness Programme for Competitive Business Environment for Postal Officers of Odisha Postal 
Circle” during 23rd - 25th March 2018 at Bhubaneswar. The objective was to empower participants with leadership skills 
through managing self, managing others, and managing competitive business environment for superior performance 
through a series of lectures, business games, and role plays.



The program was devised for Gazetted Rank Postal Officers of Odisha Postal Circle to earn performance excellence. 
The programme was attended by 25 Postal Officers of Odisha Postal Circle.





11. Collaboration and Partnership

IIM Sambalpur is striving to bring a global perspective to all Post-Graduate Programmes. In order to achieve this 
objective, IIM Sambalpur is in the process of signing a ‘Memorandum of Understanding’ (MoU) with ALBA Graduate 
Business School, Greece. 
A part from that, IIM Sambalpur have two more institutions lined up - European Business School, Frankfurt - right now 
talks are in process with this school and the Institute is hoping that it would get positive results and the second is 
InternationalInternational School of Management, Dortmund – the Institute had positive talks with this school regarding future batch 
and they may consider IIM Sambalpur for international exchange programme. These initiatives for MoUs will focus on 
student and faculty exchange Programmes, collaborative research publications, organizing joint conferences and 
academic programmes.

MOU Signed 
ALBA Graduate Business School, Greece

MOU Lined Up 
European Business School, FrankfurtEuropean Business School, Frankfurt

International School of Management, Dortmund





13. Industry Talks / Guest Lectures

With an initiative to connect industry and academia, a large number of guest lectures by CEOs, leading thinkers, 
entrepreneurs and practitioners were organized for the benefit of the faculty and students in 2017-18. A list of guest
 lectures that were organized at IIM Sambalpur are illustrated below:
• Talk by Industry Leader, Speaker: Mr. Bibhu Mishra, President, HINDALCO during the induction week on 1st August, 
2017.



• Talk by Industry Leader, Speaker: Mr. DilipRanjanSahoo, Head-HR, Vedantaduring the induction week on 1st August,  
 2017.
• Talk by Industry Leader, Speaker: Mr. L.N. Mishra, Director HR, MCL during the induction week on 2nd August, 2017.
• Sessions on Financial Accounting by Prof. Manoj Kumar, Dean, NMIMS, Mumbai during the induction week on 2nd  
 August, 2017.
• Sessions on Effective Business Communication by Prof. Niva Bhandari, MDI Gurgaon during the induction week on  
 2nd August, 2017.
•• Guest lecture by Mr. Masayoshi Tamura, General Manager of Digital solutions and services, Hitachi India on 9th Sept,  
 2017.

• Guest Lecture by Mr. Vijay Mahajan, Founder and CEO, BASIX Social Enterprise Group on 13th October, 2017.
• Guest Lecture by Mr. Arun Malhotra, Former MD, Nissan India on 7th Nov, 2017.
• Guest Lecture by Mr. Kartik G, Deputy General Manager, Larsen and Turbo Ltd.On 6th December, Mr. Karthik G,
   Deputy General Manager at Larsen &   Deputy General Manager at Larsen & Toubro Limited, presented an informative speech on Strategic Planning at the  
 organisation. He talked about the positioning of L&T power processes, how its strategic plans are aligned with India's  
 5-year plans and provided us with an outlook of the various frameworks in use during strategic planning.



• Guest Faculty Lecture for Macroeconomics by Dr. Barendra Kumar Bhoi, Head of Monetary policy Dept, at RBI in the  
 3rd week of December, 2017.
• Guest Faculty Lecture for HRM by Mr. BhauraoSonawane, Learning and Development at Utkal Alumina International  
 Limited, Doraguda, Rayagada, Odisha, on 24th March, 2018.





SAC - Vigilance Awareness Week 

IIM Sambalpur observed the ‘Vigilance Awareness Week’ on 1st November 2017 by organizing a debate on the theme 
“My vision – Corruption-free India”. The event was graced by the presence of Mr. BasudevMohanty, Chief Manager, SBI 
Sambalpur as the Chief Guest and Dr. Mahadeo Jaiswal, Director, IIM Sambalpur. The program started with all people 
present taking an integrity pledge.



ISAC - Constitution Day

ConstitutionConstitution Day, also known as Samvidhan Divas, is celebrated in India on 26 November every year to commemorate 
the adoption of Constitution of India. On 26 November 1949, the Constituent Assembly of India adopted the Constitution 
of India, and it came into effect on 26 January 1950. The event observing our Constitution Day was held at Indian Insti-
tute of Management, Sambalpur on Sunday, 26th November 2017. Graced by Dr. M. P. Jaiswal, Director of the Institu-
tion; Prof. Meenakshi, ISEC Bangalore and all the faculty, the event was commenced by giving a brief introduction to 
our Constitution and its significance. The unfortunate incident of 26/11 was also marked and in memory of all those 
brave hearts who sacrificed their lives for the country, 2 minutes’ silence was observed. After that reading of ‘Preamble’ 
and ‘Fundamental Duties’ took place, which was actively repeated by all.



SAC and Cultural Club - Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat (EBSB)

As a part of Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat (EBSB) Initiative, IIM Sambalpur organized series of events during 2017-18. 
Some of the important events under the EBSB banner were administration of oath towards cultural integrity of nation, 
traditional dance performance, photography competition, quiz and debate competition, educational tour to IIM Nagpur, 
Flash Mob on Marathi songs, etc.



Administration of Oaths and Video Conference with IIM Nagpur under EBSB

The students of IIM Sambalpur had the opportunity to interact with their counterparts from IIM Nagpur through a video 
conference held on 3rd December, 2017 at 6:15 pm as a part of culture exchange program, Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat, 
an initiative by the Ministry of Human Resource dept. to bring in cultural integration of the country as a part of the vision 
to build a “New India by 2022”. The enthusiastic students from both the colleges were seen interacting with each other 
and educating the other about their state’s culture, history, foods and tourist spots through videos, presentation and 
pictures.pictures. The event started with a small interaction between the students followed by IIM Nagpur sharing a video about 
Maharashtrian ethnicity. After this, they showcased a presentation on the state’s main tourist attractions such as 
Elephanta caves, Mahabaleshwar, Todoba National Park etc; cities including Pune and Mumbai, and foods like pavbhaji 
and poranpoli. After this presentation by IIM Nagpur students, IIM Sambalpur students presented the varied culture of 
their state. This included temples such as Samleshwari Temple, Jagannath Temple; foods such as pokalbhaat; dance 
forms like odissi, chhau; and famous personalities like Nandita Das, Sudarshan Patnaik and Biju Patnaik.

Quiz-cum-debate Competition under EBSB Quiz-cum-debate Competition under EBSB 

The fourth major event of Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat (EBSB) Initiative was held at IIM Sambalpur on 22nd December, 
2017. The two-hour program was aimed to involve and engage with the students through a quiz-cum-debate 
competition. The event was graced by the presence of Mr Samarth Verma IAS, District Collector of Sambalpur and 
Dr M. P. Jaiswal, Director of IIM Sambalpur. The event began with the felicitation of the guests and the lighting of the 
lamp, which was followed by a melodious prayer-song by the PGP students. 

DDr. Jaiswal next addressed the students, exhorting them to discover the management culture of India through such 
events. He expressed his pride over the manner in which his students at IIM Sambalpur conducted themselves as 
leaders of the institute, but he also encouraged them to build larger aspirations reminding them of the expectations that 
the society has of them. Mr. Verma urged the students to work with the District Administration towards finding solutions 
for social, educational, economic and agricultural problems in the district and reaffirmed his support in any such
 initiative. He gave away the prizes to the winners and the participants of a debate competition that was held as part of  initiative. He gave away the prizes to the winners and the participants of a debate competition that was held as part of 
the Constitution Day Celebrations at IIM Sambalpur. He also felicitated students who had, at his request, delivered 
career counselling and personality development sessions to the students of KendriyaVidyalaya, Sambalpur.



Book Exhibition under Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat

On 7thFebruary 2018, Kalakriti – the cultural club of IIM Sambalpur organised a book exhibition under Ek Bharat 
Shreshtha Bharat initiative at Conference Hall, 2nd floor, City Centre Mall, Sambalpur. The objective of the exhibition 
was to introduce to the people of Odisha to the culture of Maharashtra. The stalls had books about Maharashtra’s histo-
ry, culture, literature. There were also books on famous Marathi personalities like MrRamakantArchrekar, LataMang-
eskar, some historical figures like ShivajiMaharaj etc. 



There were also classic books in English literature like Oliver Twist, Pride and Prejudice etc., business and self-help 
books and a named “Laments and Virtues” penned by a student of the institute. The exhibition had seen footfalls of 
about a hundred people. Many of them had come to meet and interact with the students of IIM Sambalpur – two creators 
of a start-up had come for talking about live project, a quiz organiser from a local college had come for seeking participa-
tion. Despite being a busy Wednesday, the students were able to grow the interest of the people about books.

Flash Mob under Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat 

Kalakriti, the cultural club of IIM Sambalpur, conducted a Flash mob, “Radiance” as the 9th event of Ek Bharat Shrestha 
Bharat Initiative on 28th February 2018, 8:00 p.m. It was a 10 minutes’ event, held successfully in City Centre mall, 
Sambalpur



Twenty students of the institute have participated in the event, and 150+ audience gathered to witness the energetic 
flash mob that portrayed the songs of different languages (Hindi, Oriya, Marathi, Punjabi, Malayalam and Telugu). The 
flash mob was applauded both by the audience, and the officials of the mall. This initiative has also helped to make the 
local people more aware of the presence of IIM.

Educational Tour of IIM Sambalpur students to IIM Nagpur under Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat

OnOn 24 February, IIM-Sambalpur students visited some cultural and historical monuments in Nagpur with IIM-Nagpur stu-
dents, under Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat initiative. The objective of this visit was to know and understand the culture of 
Maharashtra. The students reached Nagpur on 24 February at 6:30 AM; from there they took cabs, which was arranged 
by IIM-Nagpur, to reach IIM-Nagpur. After reaching IIM-Nagpur, they took some rest, then they had their breakfast, and 
after that, they started their journey. 

They departed at 11:45 AM for Deekshabhoomi, a sacred monument of Buddhism located where the architect of the 
Indian Constitution, B. R. Ambedkar, converted to Buddhism with approximately 600,000 followers on Ashok Vijaya 
Dashami on 14 October 1956. A golden color statue of Lord Buddha has situated there under a huge dome.Next, they 
visited Zero-mile stone, a monument built by British during Great Trigonometrical Survey of India in 1907 in Nagpur, Ma-
harashtra.Then, they took some rest followed by lunch at IIM-Nagpur. In the evening, they started from Futala Lake; the 
lake is spread over 60 acres. Built by Bhosle kings of Nagpur, the lake is known for its colored fountains.



Then they head to a Ganesh Tekdi temple, tekdi means hill in Marathi, it is a 250 years old temple of Lord Ganesh. They 
ended their cultural visit of Nagpur by attending a classical music function at Persistence IT-Park. 

At last, IIM-Nagpur organized an informal interactive session with IIM-Sambalpur students and IIM-Nagpur students 
shared their views about each IIM life, academics, co-curricular/extra-curricular activities, faculties, etc.During the entire 
visit, all the IIM-Nagpur students were so cordial and co-operative. 

IIM-SambalpurIIM-Sambalpur wants to thank to IIM-Nagpur for their support for this event, especially Mr. YirrinkiEswar Krishna Mukesh 
(PGP-I student and Coordinator of cultural Club IIM Nagpur (Abhyudaya)), Mr. Chirag Dhiman (PGP-I student and Exec-
utive Member of Cultural Club IIM Nagpur (Abhyudaya)), Ms. Sai AnushaMamyala (PGP-I student and Executive 
Member of cultural club IIM Nagpur (Abhyudaya)),Mr. Sai SriharshaThimmapuram (PGP-I student and Executive 
Member of cultural club IIM Nagpur (Abhyudaya)), Mr. YashPramod Thakur (PGP-I student) and Mr. Soma Shekhar 
(Students Affairs Officer, IIM Nagpur).



SAC - Republic Day 

IIM Sambalpur celebrated the Republic Day on 26th January 2018. Director, IIM Sambalpur unfurls the national flag at 
9:00 am in the forecourt of the Silicon Campus. The Faculty, Students and Staff members participated in various cultural 
programmes on the occasion. 





As per the requirement of IIM Sambalpur, Sambalpur University be providing one academic 
block, two hostels and one auditorium lecture hall on rental basis, the rent to be fixed as per the 
norms of CPWD. This would adequately meet the requirement of an enhanced PGP strength 
for next 2-3  years. The tentative date for shifting of Campus would be after 31 December 
2017. The newly constructed campus at Sambalpur University needs to be furnished and 
renovatedrenovated as per the office, hostel and classroom requirements of IIM Sambalpur. As per the 
suggestion of the members, the draft MoU regarding the shifting of the campus needs to be 
vetted through a legal firm /consultant of IIM Indore and then Director, IIM Sambalpur may go 
ahead in signing the MoU and get the necessary renovation including digital/IT infrastructure 
and furnishing of hostels, academic block and the auditorium hall done on a priority basis so as 
to shift to Sambalpur University as soon as possible. It was also suggested that the open area 
and periphery around the new campus should also be developed by IIM Sambalpur to cater its 
studentstudent’s activities such  as cafeteria, sports, gym, water bodies, internal approach roads, etc 
and the same to be included in the MOU.



16. Right to Information Cell

                     2017-18

No. of applications received            No. of applications replied
80                        80

Central Public Information Officer

Mr. Amrut P Mohanty
OOfficer
Indian Institute of Management Sambalpur 

First Appeal RTI

Prof. AshutoshTripathi
Faculty
Indian Institute of Management Sambalpur 



17. Compliance Committee of IIM Sambalpur
   
Internal Complaints Committee 

IIM Sambalpur respects the fundamental rights of woman to equality and her right to life and to live with dignity. The 
Institute always upholds the culture of India and takes initiatives to provide protection to women employees (employee 
and students) against sexual harassment. In pursuit of fulfilling the above objectives, the Institute has constituted the 
InternalInternal Complaints Committee under sub-section (1) of Section 4 under the Sexual Harassment of Women at 
Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal) Act 2013. The detailed composition of the Committee members
 is as under:

Anti-Ragging Committee

Counseling & Grievance Redressal Committee 

SC, ST, OBC PWD Committee

Members 
Prof. AtriSengupta
Prof. AshutoshTripathi
Mr. Amrut P Mohanty
Ms. SukantiMeher
Ms. Visangiri Roja

Designation
Chairperson 
Member 
Member 
Member, Social Entrepreneur
Student Member 

Members 
Prof. AshutoshTripathi
Prof. AtriSengupta
Mr. Amrut P Mohanty
Mr. Srimanta K Dash

Designation
Chairperson 
Member
Member 
Member

Members 
Prof. AtriSengupta
Prof. Shivam Gupta 
Mr. Srimanta K Dash

Designation
Chairperson 
Member
Member

Members 
Prof. AtriSengupta
Mr. Esrafil Ali

Designation
Chairperson
Liasoning Officer 



18. Annual Accounts 2017-18

                     

ANNUAL ACCOUNTS
For the Financial Year 2017-18
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INDIAN INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT, SAMBALPUR
Silicon Institute of Technology, Silicon West, Sason , Sambalpur, Odisha - 768200

6. Financial Statement has been prepared according to new format of Accounts for Central  Educational Institutions 
(CEIs) prescribed by Ministry of Human Resource Development,  Department of higher Education vide Letter no. 
29-4/2012-IFD dated 17th April, 2015.

7.7. Loans, Advances and Deposits includes an amount of Rs. 599.88 lakhs which was paid as advance to PWD (favoring 
Executive Engineer, Sambalpur (RandB) Division no II, Sambalpur) Government of Odisha towards construction of the 
boundary wall for the new campus. Out of the advance paid, Rs. 357.107 lakhs has been expended during the year and 
the same has been transferred to WIP account.

8. IIM Sambalpur was established in 2015 by the Government of India as a registered Society under the Societies
 Registration Act (No XXI 1860).The Indian Institutes of Management Act 2017 as passed by the both Houses of 
ParliamentParliament received the assent of President on 31st December 2017. The same has been notified effective from 31st 
January 2018. As per the Act, all assets and liabilities of the Society stand transferred to body corporate in the name 
Indian Institute of Management Sambalpur.  

9. Figures have been rounded off in nearest rupees and shown accordingly under respective heads.

10.10. An amount of Rs. 5,46,57,719/- was incurred towards recurring expenses during F.Y. 2017-18. Grant in Aid towards 
recurring expenses received from Government of India was Rs. 5,90,00,000/- during the year, against which, the short 
fall of F.Y. 2016-17 for Rs. 80,10,366/- has been adjusted. The available Grant in Aid for F.Y. 2017-18 was Rs. 
5,09,89,634/-.  The short fall of Rs. 36,68,085/- has been accounted as Grant in Aid receivables as on 31st March 2018 
under Current Assets.      

11. Corresponding figures for the previous year have been regrouped / rearranged, wherevernecessary. 

12.12. Schedules 1 to 24 are annexed to and form an integral part of the Balance Sheet as at 31-3-2018, the Income and 
Expenditure Account and the Receipts and Payment Account for the year ended 31-03-2018.

PLACE: Indore          

DATE: 13-JULY-2018
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It is with immense pleasure that IIM Sambalpur 
announces the successful completion of Summer 
PlacementPlacement process for its Post Graduate Program 
in Management (PGPM) of the class of 2019. 
Since Its inception in 2015 IIM Sambalpur has 
stood out as one ofthe most sought - after 
business schools amongstrecruiters from various 
industries. This placement season witnessed a 
recurring participation from our established 
recruitersrecruiters like BPCL, Reliance Jio, SBI and new 
recruiters like TCS, JSW Utkal, Vedanta, 
Soulflower , etc. with a total of 59 companies 
giving out 102 offers for a batch of 60 students. 
We appreciate the faith shown in our students by 
these companies which is a clear indication
of the innate values that IIM Sambalpur 
represents .

“On behalf of the Placement Team of IIM Sambalpur, it’s
my pleasure to announce the successful Completion of
the summer placement process for the third batch of its
flagship Post Graduate Program in Management. It’s
over whelming to see the response, our students received,
not just from the regular recruiters but also from new
recruitersrecruiters in Private Equity, IT consulting etc. This only
signifies the trust reposed  by the recruiters on the unique
IIM Sambalpur experience that combines the case study
method supported by a team of high calibre faculty, and a
tight-knit learning environment with close ties to industry
to develop complete leaders who are ready to make an
impact. Our sincere gratitude and thanks to everyone who
assistedassisted in the placements process. We are confident to
have continued support from old and new recruiters that
would help IIM Sambalpur grow symbiotically. We very
much look forward to partnering with them in future.”

Diptiranjan Mahapatra
Placement Chair
IIM Sambalpur
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